2001 05 14	C H E E R
Citizens for Healthy Environment Everywhere Residential

				Meeting 7:00pm Mondays at 463 Erlanger Rd

To whom may be concerned:

Our community is defending against the proposed imposition by the unregulated Energy Merchant division of Cinergy, CinCap9, a Limited Liability Company, which was granted a permit by the KY Division of Airheads inadequately protecting environmental Quality to locate a 1 Billion-BTU combustion power plant in the midst of residential Northern Kentucky, closely upwind from Crestview Hills and Lakeside Park, but also affecting Edgewood, Fort Mitchell, Fort Wright, Crescent Springs, and Villa Hills.  In stagnation, inversions, and southerly winds, Erlanger and Elsmere residents would also be affected by the 1000° toxic, carcinogenic, steamy exhaust from the proposed, improperly-located summertime inferno.  Nowhere else in America is this much combustion located this close to so many lives!  650 feet from the proposed smokestack is the HVAC air intake for the Baptist Village, housing over 300 elderly, staff, and visitors.

While Cinergy describes this as "mini", the permit allows the hourly consumption of 1 Billion BTUs of natural gas energy in order to produce 100 Million Watts of electricity (actual projected output is 75MW approximately).  This is BIG if you live within a mile of the proposed inferno!  While consuming 160,000 pounds of Oxygen per hour from our shared ground-level pool, exhausted wasted heat would warm a 200-acre winter house while spewing 140,000 pounds of steam water into a local atmosphere already at over 90% relative humidity.  It would take the volume of air in 4 billion Cinergy Stadiums to absorb one hour of water output!  In addition, 50 pounds of carbon monoxide, 100,000 pounds of carbon dioxide, and 10-30 pounds of noxious oxides and carcinogens would spew hourly, 16 hours a day, generally May through September, when we are already frustrated restricting our much needed exercise to protect respiration.
 
The ground-level impact of this exhaust is inversely proportional to the amount of wind.  Pumping steamy exhaust into stagnant air will increase the probability of inversion.  [National Weather Service:  "Inversion- An increase in temperature with height. The reverse of the normal cooling with height in the atmosphere. Temperature inversions trap atmospheric pollutants in the lower troposphere, resulting in higher concentrations of pollutants at ground levels than would usually be experienced."]  

While we clearly understand the basis for Cinergy's interest in this location, we must ask Cinergy to reconsider alternative locations it admits could even make use of the unwanted heat that is only wasted here.  This legacy strip of non-residential zoning is only appropriate for well-contained, commercial, institutional  or recreational use.  The proposed inferno is not compatible with the new $7M Kenton County Public Library, the state's most active branch, and the centerpiece of potential upscale development of truly benign impact providing greater revenues to the City of Erlanger.  How dare Cinergy describe its proposal as benign!  To say that "emissions will be barely visible" is a stupid insult.

Both Cinergy and GE are valued NCAD customers and we would prefer not offend them.  But our commitment is first to our neighbors who deserve to know the magnitude of this "mini" in order to reject this inappropriate exercise of power.

More and accurate details (based on data provided by Cinergy and General Electric Power Systems, Schenectady, NY, makers of the proposed Gas Turbines PG6581B) are available at www.ncad.net.  
Click on  News, then ?Power.  Calculations are in the downloadable Excel spreadsheet  ciner15.xls.

While we are sending petitions daily, the decision may be made any moment!  Express your outrage now to:  the Director of the Division for Air Quality in Frankfort, your state Representatives in Kentucky, Governor Patton and to US Representative Lucas and Senator Bunning.  In GOD we trust.  

Respectfully serving
john schmidt, Master of Science 1985, U. Cincinnati College of Engineering, john@ncad.net
Contact phone: 9 - 5: City of Crestview Hills, 859 341-7373;  5 - 9:  NCAD, 859 727-9999
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